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Data Retention and Read/Write Characteristics of SEPROM

Youichiro Niitsu, Naohiro Matsukawa, Junichi Matsunaga,
Hiroshi Nozawa and Susunu Kohyama

semiconductor Device Engi-neering Laboratory, TOSHIBA corporation

Kawasaki 2L0, Japan

A new EPROM named SEPROM, based on a modified SEPOX process, is proposed and
evaluated. The SEPROM offers a process cornpatibility to logic LSI's with higher
packing density, since the area of the 2nd gate oxide is equal to that of the lst gate
oxide. For irnproving coupling capacitance ratio, which relates to write and read
operations, a thin 2nd gate oxide is required for SEPROM ce11 at a risk of degradation
in charge retention characteristics. However, measured test device shows sufficiently
good characteristics both in progranrning and charge retention due to the desirable
structure of the cell. The SEPROM structure appears to be practical and promissing
for both EPROM and logic device application.

91 INTRODUCTION

In advanced random logic LSIts, an i-ntegration
of EPR0M on a sane chip is ofen required and

desirable. For that purpose, a process compatibte
EPROM structure shoud be developed, also pursuing

higher packing density. Conventional EPROM cel1s

can not sdtisfy the demands adequately due to
its double poly-Si structure, therefore a new

EPROM structure, ca1led SEPROM, is proposed and

fabricated by modified SEPOX pro."rr 1)

In the SEPROM process, floating gate and iso-
lation field oxide are formed sirnultaneously by

selective oxidation of poly-Si
floating gate is self-aligned
edge. Subsequently, control

film, so that the

A-7-8

edge.

In this paper, SEPROM process and read/write
characteristics are described, and then the influ-
ence of the thin 2nd gate oxide to the retention
characteristics are discussed.

g 2 SEPROM PROCESS

Fig.l shows process sequence of SEPROM. At the
first step, lst gate oxide is grown on a p-type
substrate followed by channel ion implantations.
Nitride filn is deposited and patterned to define
active area (Fig.1(a)),and then poly-Si is
selectively oxidized to form field oxide. After
removing nasking nitride, 2nd gate oxide is grown

on the poly-Si (FiS.1(b)). Subsequently, poly-Si
is deposited and then the control gate and the
floating gate are patterned simultaneously by the
reactive ion etching, followed by post oxidation
(Fie.1(c)), Fig.2 shows a perspective view of
three-dimentional final structure. In this process

, the control gate step coverage is snooth, since
the floating gate is buried into the field oxide
with the self-aligned manner. Therefore, a thinner
2nd gate oxide is practical and acceptable.
Actually, test devices were fabricated and

examined where the lst gate oxide thickness(Tor1)
and Znd gate oxide thickness(Tot) range 3004 to
500A,and 300A to 1000A, respectively.

Fig.3 shows SEM photograph of a SEPROM cell
where Tox is 500A and Tox is 10004. As already

with field oxide

gate is forned

SEPROM process

with SEPOX

togather with gates of MOSFET for both memory

peripheral and logic circuits. Therefore, the

is compatible with normal MOS LSIts
isolation, while maintaining high

packing density nature.
0n the other hand, the 2nd gate oxide area is

structually equal to the first gate oxide area,

which may cause a poor coupling capacitance ratio.
In order to achieve good read/write character-
istics, the 2nd gate oxide has to be thinner at a

risk of sacrificing retention characteristics,
which is the case with conventional EPROM

structures. However, the problem is drastically
eased by the SEPROM structure, where the floating
gate has a smooth sgrface without sharp coner



discussed, the control gate srnoothly covered the
floating gate to offer a higher reliability.
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Rea.d Characteri st i g_s

Drain current Ip is approximately propotional

to VFG-Vth value, where Vp6 is the effective
floating gate voltage and Vth is the threshold

voltage. Therefore, in order to draw a large IO

value, Tox2 must be thin so as to gain a large Vp6

value. Fig.4 shows IO vs. VD characteristics
before, and after programming. Both Toxt and

Tox2are 300A. Before progranming, Ip is nearly 100

pA when Va5 and VO are 5V and 2V respectively. The

results indicate that the Tox, should be equal or

less than 300A for obtaining good read character-

istics.
Wri!e Characteri.stic_s

Write characteristics are' examined for various

Tox, and Toxr. As shown in Fig.S, injected charge

value, Q, increases with increase of capacitance

ratio of the lst gate oxide to the 2nd gate oxide.

If the ratios are equal, such as Toxl=Tox2=3OOA

and Toxr=Tox, =500A, a values are nearly equal.

Arnong the oxide conbinations, Toxl and Tox2 are

most preferable to be 500A and 300A respectively.

The dependence of Q on Vg6 is similar for each

cell and each VO va1ue. The injected charge a

increases gradually untill reaching certain

maximam value and then decrease rapidly. This

decrease is caused not by the leakage frorn the

floating gate to the control gate, but by the the

dependence of Vth shift on write pulse width as

shown in,Fig.6. Threshold voltage shift, AVth, is
notable between 100msec and lsec whenVaa i-s 18V,

however, for Vaa=16V, AVth gradually increases as

write time increases from lsec. The difficulty of
short time writing for a large Va6 is resulted

from Vra being too high to obtain a large hot-

electron injection. In order to deternin the charge

injection nechanism Vra in a SEPROM cel1 was

calculated, before and after the rapid Vth change.

Considered capacitances in a SEPROM cell are the

lst gate oxide capacitance, Cl , the Znd gate

capacitance, C2, and drain-floating gate capac-

itance, CS. From the charge balance equations,

where C1=C1+C2+C3 and q=62AVth

Fron Fig.6, when VO and Vaa are BV and lBV,

respectively, Vth shift is 0.4Y at 100msec write
pulse, and thus calculated Vta is 8.7V. When

writing time reaches to lsec, AVth is 4.1V and

corresponding Vta is 7.IV. From thes" VFG values,

it is reasonable to understand that the rapid Vth

change is taking place under a condition of VFG.VO

. It shoud be noted that the hot=electron

injection current has a peak value near VpG=Vl,

generally,thus the above rapide increase for Vaa

=1BV should be regarded by hot-electron injection.

It is also understood from the Vth shift
measurement with the bias stress that the

injection charge drop in higher voltage region
Fig.5 is not caused by the leakage fron the

floating gate to the control gate. Fig.7 shows the

Vth shift under the bias stress to the control
gate. As indicated in the figure, it is needed to
apply more than 30V to cause Vth shift due to
leakage through the 2nd gate oxide, even for Tox =

300A.

In summary, write characteristics of SEPROM

is similar to the conventional EPROM, limnited by

the capacitance coupling between the lst and 2nd

gate oxide. Therefore, for irnprovi-ng write
characteristics of SEPROM ce11s, capacitance

ratio of the lst gate oxide 2nd gate oxide must

be comparable to that of the conventional EPR0M's.

Consequently, SEPR0M requires thinner 2nd gate

oxide, that might raise reliability questions. In

the next section, charge retention characteristics
and reliability issue will be discussed for thin
2nd gate oxide deviees.

Charge Retention Characteristics
Charge retention characteristics is closely

related to chage transport properties through the

2nd gate oxide. Fig.8 showsthe distribution of
the breakdown field strength of the 2nd gate

oxide from measuring I-V characteristics. As shown

in Fig.9, more than 5MV/cm breakdown field
strength is assured even for 300A oxide thickness.

The results are reasonable good, considering

the oxide layers were grown on poly-Si films. The

breakdown field of the 1000A thick oxide is lower

than that of the 500A , resulted frorn the enhanced

growth of asperity on poly-Si surface.
Frorn Fig.7, the critical field strength, where

6Vth decrease to B0eo of initial va1ue, is estimated

VpG ir given by

VFG=2cu.-9)
t1 v2

.Fuo
UT



from calculated VFG, and ploted in Fig.9. This

dependence of the critical field on the oxide
thickness agrees with that of the breakdown

voltages in Fig.8. In other words, the critical
field is maximum at the 500A oxide and is stightly
lower for the 1000A oxide. As a result, the charge

retention under the bias stress is determined bv

the 2nd gate breakdown field strength.
Fig. 10 shows the retention characteristics by

thermal stress for various Tox, and Tox,

Electron number, n, in the floating gate surround-

ed by potential barrier due to the oxide inter-
face, is a function of retention tine, t, and

temperature, T. According to a thermionic emission
model, n(t) is given by

n (t) /n,"::;:;;;;,:;:1,:3/kr1 ;

where v is the electron-lattice collision
frequency and Q, is the barrier hight. Calculated
curves are shown as the solid line in Fig.10. As

shown in the figure, the declination ratio,
n(t)/n(0), reasonably fits the above equation, and

calculated Q, ranges 0.85-1.29eV. The result is in
good agreement with previously reported values,
1.0-1.8 ev 2)-4) . Retention tine, defined as the
time interval untill n(t)/n(0) decreases to 0.8,
is about 740 hours at 250oC even for 500A Tox, and

Tox2.

From the above retention characteristics, thin
2nd gate oxide SEPROM cells offer sufficiently
good reliability, as expected from the structure.

g4 CONCLUSION

A new EPROM structure has been designed and

fabricated by SEPOX technology. Sufficiently good

device characteristics has also been obtainted.
From read/write characteristics, 300A oxide

thickness was required for the 2nd gate of the
SEPROM. In spite of rather thiner Znd gate oxide,
the charge retention characteristics were better
than acceptable. It can be concluded that the
advantage of SEPROM structure has been practically
confirmed.
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Fig.1 Process sequence of SEPROM
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Fig.3 SEM cross section of SEPROM cell.
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Fig.4 Ip vs. Vp characteristics for a SEPROM

ce1l before and after programming. Vg5 is
up to 9V with 0.5V step. Toxl and Tox2 are
500A, and W/L ts 5/2.5.

Vcc (Vl

Fig.5 Write characteristics of SEPROM ce11. AVth
is value of threshold voltage shift. W/L
ts 5/2.5 for all ce11s.
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Fig.7 AVth shifts caused by VCC bias. Tox2: 300A(a),
500A(o),1000A(o). Toxt is constant 500A.

Fig.8 Distri-
bution of 2nd
gate oxide break-
down voltages,
defined at I=
2.5x10-13 A/vnz .
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Fig.6 Write characteristics as a function of
writing tirne.
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Fig.10 Retention characteristics for various oxide
thickness at two different tenperatures.
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